Christian Mayr

CEO & Founder of start.me
app | IT Solutions for Native
Web Apps & Big Data Europe
August 21, 2017, Christian
reported directly to Peter

Vasken Chirikdjan

Senior Consultant at Capco
June 30, 2017, Peter worked with
Vasken in the same group

Danny Dumas

Executive Certified Project
Manager at IBM Corporation
July 22, 2016, Danny was senior
to Peter but didn’t manage
directly

Steve Briggs

Agile Product Owner at IBM
March 25, 2016, Peter worked
with Steve in the same group

Ciprian Radu

Researcher at Ropardo SRL
March 21, 2016, Peter worked
with Ciprian in the same group

Christian Wagner
Consultant at IBM

March 20, 2016, Peter worked
with Christian in the same group

Raluca Ana-Maria
Stanculescu

Iteration manager/ Scrum
Master at IBM
March 18, 2016, Raluca AnaMaria reported directly to Peter

Peter is a very skilled and professional, yet very amicable project
manager. He is highly respected by the whole team and always has
its back. He has a thorough technical and functional
understanding and keeps calm even under heavy pressure. He
maximizes the generated value and keeps pushing the project
forward. I highly recommend Peter as a project manager for
medium to high-volume projects!
I’ve been working with Peter for around one year within the same
team(s). At his start he took over a very complex migration project
plus a new to develop SAS database. Both, the team and the
customer were very frustrated for various reasons in the past and
before the time Peter took his role as new project manager. Within
a very short time Peter acquired all technical and functional
knowledge necessary to understand the circumstances and what
to do and he managed to turn the project from deeply red to
yellow until it was accepted positively from the customer. He
successfully gained confidence from the team, customer and the
project contractors. After some time the top management realized
his capabilities and assigned further projects to him. I appreciated
the time working with him and can only recommend him!
Peter was a Project Manager on my team at IBM for a few years
until recently. Peter is an exceptional PM with a strong technical
background. Peter earned the respect of the team through through
his expert collaboration, communication, planning of the project
he was assigned to. Peter's expertise in Agile development, project
planning and execution greatly helped our project succeed. I
highly recommend Peter to any IT company searching for an
experienced Development PM in Agile practices with a strong
technical background.
Peter is an exceptional Project Master, SCRUM Master, and
technical resource. I've had the pleasure of working with him over
the last couple of years and he has always offered a valuable and
actionable perspective to solving problems. With his considerable
experience and natural curiosity, he would be an asset to any
organization.
Peter is a true professional. During the past few years I had the
opportunity to work with Peter while he acted (with great success)
in the roles of IT Architect, DevOps Engineer and Project Manager. I
always considered him a reliable person, from whom I learned
useful things. He communicates efficiently, is always ready to help
a team member and is focused on the project's objectives.
I got to know Peter as a fully reliable colleague which always tries
to find the best possible solution. His dedication to our projects
was remarkable even in challenging situations - especially his
patience and attitude.
I've worked with Peter for approximately 4 years in which he's had
different positions on the Solution Definition Manager team.
I've known him as a team mate and eventually as my manager.
I view Peter as a seasoned professional, always adding value,
with great technical knowledge and instincts.
As a manager it was a pleasure working with him.
He takes over a project and single-handedly optimizes processes,
effortlessly helping out wherever is needed.
He definitely knows how to talk to team members, how to foster

good team spirit.
He has a great sense of humor and a great heart.
Gehad Wahgdy

Cloud, DevOps and Mobile
Architect
March 16, 2016, Peter worked
with Gehad in the same group

Bogdan Cojocaru

CTAL-TM, CAPM-PMI, People
Manager - IBM Romania
March 16, 2016, Bogdan worked
with Peter in different groups

Sorin Gabriel VLAD

Delivery Manager at InCrys
March 15, 2016, Sorin Gabriel
worked with Peter in different
groups

Ratoiu Dan

Java Software Developer /
Freelancer
December 10, 2015, Ratoiu
reported directly to Peter

Martin Kalina

Freelance Java Developer
December 10, 2015, Martin
reported directly to Peter

For more than one year, I collaborated and worked with Peter in
agile projects. I know Peter as an experienced Scrum Master, Agile
Practitioner and Project Manager who is very skillful in facilitating
and maintaining effective relationships across global development
teams while focusing on clients' needs and project delivery
outcomes. Because of his strong technical background and deep
knowledge, Peter is able to successfully communicate complex
issues with people from different backgrounds and silos. He is
always enthusiastic about what he does, what really makes
everyone feel his positive energy and like his open communication.
I had the privilege of working with Peter for nearly 1,5 years in the
business domain of sales enablement and big data analytics,
specifically on the integration of two enterprise apps. He is one of
the most capable managers I have worked with (having also a
technical background), mastering Agile SCRUM, very responsive
and easy to communicate with. Personally, I appreciated the effort
and initiative he put into an integration board meant to align the
schedule and scope of multiple apps, for a successful end to end
flow. I definitely recommend Peter.
I worked with Peter more than three and a half years either in the
same project or in cross-app projects and I can definitely say that
he is the kind of guy which is always ready to guide the team, to
help the team overcome any issue which might appear and also to
share his knowledge. He is having a very good technical
background which is helping him to understand the context's
challenges, the impact on the business and to plan accordingly the
measures to achieve the best results. Peter is a dedicated person,
keen to learn more and more and a very good communicator. For
me Peter is a good friend which I can always count on and he
knows I'd be happy to be his partner in any other projects he might
be involved in.
I had the pleasure to work with Peter for one and a half year on an
IBM internal project. Under his lead I had the best opportunity to
work on a professional development environment and to learn
new and highly useful things that still helps and will help me in the
future. Peter always had the right answer for any type of issues
that I encountered and he was entirely dedicated to his work. As a
Project Manager, Peter showed to the team with confidence, that
some of the most important things a project needs to succeed are
Time Management, Code Quality and Team Collaboration. Also
Peter has a high skill to manage the risk and to find the best
solutions to solve issues.
It was a real pleasure to work with Peter and I would definitely like
to work with him again.
Peter has been my IT architect and Project manager for 4 years in
total and it was always a pleasure to work with him and to report
to him. I must highlight his skills to motivate people, to give them a
great support and valuable feedback, to solve problems in a
humane and friendly way. In his work as the software project
manager he can rely on his long-time experience with software
development to make clever and feasible decisions.

